Using optical two-beam lithography with improved resolution and enhanced mechanical strength, we demonstrate the replication of gyroid photonic nanostructures found in the butterfly Callophrys rubi. These artificial structures are shown to have size, controllability, and uniformity that are superior to those of their biological counterparts. In particular, the elastic Young's modulus of fabricated nanowires is enhanced by up to 20%. As such, the circular dichroism enabled by the gyroid nanostructures can operate in the near-ultraviolet wavelength region, shorter than that supported by the natural butterfly wings of C. rubi. This fabrication technique provides a unique tool for extracting three-dimensional photonic designs from nature and will aid the investigation of biomimetic nanostructures.
INTRODUCTION
Gyroid structures within butterfly wings are chiral periodic structures with a cubic symmetry (1) (2) (3) (4) . They are the subject of rapidly increasing interest in photonics, with applications from photonic crystals (PCs) (5, 6) and metamaterials (7) to optical materials with topological complexity (8) , owing to their unique geometrical properties. The strong chirality phenomenon of gyroid structures results in the ability to manipulate optical circular dichroism (6) and has even been used as a new miniature chiral beam splitter (9) . Gyroid structures have also been predicted to exhibit frequency-isolated Weyl points with gapless surface dispersions and line nodes (10) , similar to Dirac points in two-dimensional periodic systems. In addition, gyroid metamaterials made by metals or coated with metals rather than dielectric materials are demonstrated to have a wide variety of tunable nonlinear optical properties with ultrafast response (11) .
The experimental application of gyroid structures requires appropriate ways to fabricate these three-dimensional (3D) complex nanostructures (3, 6, 12) . Natural gyroid structures from butterfly wings are found to have several drawbacks to their optical performance, including a different crystallite orientation, the presence of both left-and right-handed single gyroid enantiomers, and uncontrolled structure disorders (1, 13) . Because of these, natural butterfly wings contain gyroid structures lacking significant circular dichroism (1) . Different fabrication techniques have been used to mimic the said natural structures with the same geometrical configuration but with a much larger size scale than that found in nature (14) (15) (16) (17) . This is attributable to the lack of 3D fabrication techniques with resolutions comparable to biological nanoscales of less than 100 nm. Thus, the application of gyroid structures in optics, photonics, and biomimetics at the short-light wavelength region, including the visible and ultraviolet ranges, is greatly limited. For example, the predicted Weyl points and line nodes can only be experimentally demonstrated at microwave wavelengths (18) . Gyroid metamaterials work at the terahertz frequency but not in the optical range (11) .
To fully replicate and exceed these 3D nanostructures, we need a 3D fabrication technique with a feature resolution of 100 nm and a feature separation of 300 nm. High-resolution lithography techniques, such as electron beam lithography, can give a resolution below 100 nm (19, 20) ; however, it does not have intrinsic 3D capability. Multiphoton lithography is an ultimate approach to 3D nanofabrication, but lacks resolution below 100 nm (9, 12) . Here, using optical two-beam super-resolution lithography (21, 22) , we demonstrate that this recently developed technique can fabricate biomimetic photonic structures with superior resolution, uniformity, and controllability.
RESULTS
Replicating gyroid structures from nature Figure 1A shows a photograph of the butterfly Callophrys rubi (1-3), whose wings have a blue-green structural color. Upon using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to obtain a high-magnification view of the wings, nanostructures called gyroids can be found, as shown in Fig. 1B . The gyroid nanostructure (also known as the srs network) has I4 1 32 cubic symmetry, with a cubic lattice constant of about 310 to 350 nm (23) and a feature size of around 90 nm. Therefore, a technique that can fabricate 3D nanostructures with a feature size of less than 100 nm and a feature separation of around 300 nm is required to fully replicate this biological design.
Here, we replicate the gyroid structure using an optical two-beam super-resolution lithography technique [the details of this technique, including material setup, can be found in Gan et al. (21) ]. Figure 1 (C and D) shows a 3D gyroid nanostructure fabricated by optical twobeam super-resolution lithography with a lattice constant of 360 nm. These fabrication results demonstrate superior feature size, excellent feature resolution, long-range periodicity, and well-defined crystalline boundaries, proving the capability of this advanced technique to replicate natural photonic structures. With controllable structural handedness and excellent uniformity, these biomimetic nanostructures display both structural color, as found in C. rubi, and chiral properties lacking in the imperfect natural origin. In comparison with its natural origin, a white light reflection microscopy image of an artificial gyroid structure is shown in Fig. 1E . The artificial structure has a size of 20 mm × 20 mm × 4 mm, with a lattice constant of 360 nm. The blue-green color of the reflection image is similar to the visible color of the butterfly wings, demonstrating the high quality and high resolution of the fabricated artificial nanostructure. Exceeding the resolution of nature Using optical two-beam super-resolution lithography, we show that a unit cell size smaller than the natural origin can be made. Figure 2 shows the controllability of optical two-beam super-resolution lithography, compared with single-beam lithography, in fabricating gyroid structures with lattice constants from 800 to 300 nm. With the inhibition beam off, the structures are fabricated with a fabrication beam intensity of 75.75 mW/cm 2 at a line scanning speed of 10 mm/s. The gyroid structures show excellent uniformity when their lattice constant is as large as 800 nm. However, at smaller size scales, the structures lose their geometrical constant as the fabricated features are no longer physically separated when the lattice constant is less than 400 nm. Thus, it is not possible to fabricate artificial gyroid structures with a lattice constant comparable to that found in the butterfly wings (350 nm) via single-beam lithography.
On the other hand, with the inhibition beam on (the intensity is 1.0 mW/cm 2 ), super-resolution fabrication can be achieved and the gyroid structure can be scaled down to a lattice constant as small as 300 nm. When the lattice constant is 300 nm, the feature size is approximately 90 nm in the lateral direction. The filling ratio of the 300-nm lattice constant gyroid PC fabricated with the inhibition beam on was estimated to be 0.2. This result shows that the inhibition beam works well for improving fabrication resolution.
Superior mechanical strength via optical two-beam lithography
Compared with other technologies used to fabricate 3D structures, optical two-beam super-resolution lithography has the same advantage as the direct laser writing technique, that is, fabricating arbitrary structures (24) (25) (26) . However, the material that is suitable for optical two-beam super-resolution lithography is limited to organic materials (21) at the current stage. Compared with inorganic materials, such as silicon (27) and metals (28) (29) (30) , the material used in this work is comparatively softer. Thus, mechanical strength is an important issue in fabricating self-supported 3D structures.
A careful comparison between Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B shows that the structures fabricated by optical two-beam super-resolution lithography have better mechanical strength as well. The structures presented in Fig. 2A fail to keep the standard srs network geometrical configuration because of significant structure collapse and distortion. When the fabricated feature size becomes smaller, the fabricated features are required to have sufficient mechanical strength to support each other as a 3D structure. When two-photon polymerization is used to fabricate a smallersized feature, a lower fabrication laser exposure dose is normally used. This process can reduce the monomer-to-polymer conversion rate (polymerization degree) and thus weaken the mechanical strength of the fabricated feature. However, optical two-beam super-resolution lithography can achieve a smaller feature through a mechanism different from that of general single-beam lithography, including two-photon polymerization. Rather than reducing the exposure dose of the laser beam-inducing polymerization, optical two-beam super-resolution lithography increases the exposure dose of the inhibition laser beam. As a result, the polymerization degree at the center of the laser focal spot does not decrease, and the steepness of the side slope for the polymerization degree curve becomes higher (section S1). This process increases the polymerization degree of the feature averaged over its size. Therefore, when two lines with the same linewidth are fabricated by two-photon polymerization and optical two-beam superresolution lithography, the line fabricated by the latter method is expected to have higher mechanical strength. The experimental results presented in Fig. 3 prove this concept. Here, we measured mechanical strength property using atomic force microscopy (AFM), with experimental details presented in section S2. Figure 3 shows the mechanical strength property of lines [qualitatively characterized as |d(DFL)/d(Displacement)| in the "DFL (difference signal between top and bottom halves of the photodiode) signal"-displacement curve; see section S2] with different linewidths fabricated by optical two-beam super-resolution lithography with different fabrication beam exposure doses. In Fig. 3 , the mechanical strength of a line becomes weaker if the linewidth becomes smaller for both fabrication methods. However, the mechanical strength is significantly better with optical two-beam lithography (inhibition beam on). The mechanical strength for a line with a linewidth of about 130 nm fabricated with the inhibition beam on is roughly equal to that of a line with a linewidth of about 185 nm fabricated with the inhibition beam off. Because of the enhanced mechanical strength, the artificial structure does not require the horizontal mechanical "struts" found within the natural counterpart, yet (see Fig. 1B ) still has excellent mechanical stability.
Control of the overall shape of artificial gyroid nanostructures
In many photonic applications, it is important to control the overall shape and orientation to allow for useful photonic functionality. Optical two-beam super-resolution lithography allows control of the overall shape with designed configuration and termination. Figure 4 shows large-scale artificial 3D gyroid PCs fabricated by optical two-beam superresolution lithography for different lattice constants. These gyroid structures are designed to be pyramid-like in shape. Each of them has a size of 16 × 16 units in the top plane and a height of about 4 mm. All of these 3D structures are self-supported with sufficient mechanical strength, and thus can obtain good long-range uniformity. This is an essential property for applications such as chiral beam splitters (9) . The fabricated structures show no obvious shrinkage or distortion. In contrast, the natural gyroid structures within butterfly wings are supported by struts to obtain sufficient mechanical strength. Figure 1A presents the structural distortion and nonuniformity observed within the natural nanostructures of the butterfly.
Artificial gyroid structures with designable photonic property Another important advantage of these artificial structures over their natural origin is their unique and designable photonic properties. The gyroid structure has been shown to have optical circular dichroism due to its chiral geometry. Light with right-handed circular polarization and light with left-handed circular polarization have different transmissions through gyroid PCs. However, the butterfly does not have this property because of the lack of structural uniformity (1, 13). The transmission spectra of two gyroid structures are measured and shown in Fig. 5 . The results show the existence of a strong photonic bandgap and circular dichroism at visible wavelengths. The measured spectrum shows that the gyroid structure with a lattice constant of 360 nm displays a blue-green structural color, whereas it should roughly display a blue structural color when the lattice constant is 300 nm. This fits the observation presented in Fig. 1E and section S3. A number of gyroid structures with different lattice constants fabricated by varying inhibition beam intensities all show similar structural colors. When the lattice constant of the gyroid structure changes from 360 to 290 nm, the structural colors change from blue-green to blue (Fig. 5 and section S3 ). Although our fabrication technique can fabricate suspended lines with separations smaller than 100 nm (21), we did not successfully fabricate a high-quality gyroid structure with a lattice constant of 280 nm because a self-supported 3D structure needs to have enough mechanical strength. To scale down a gyroid structure to a lattice constant of 280 nm with clear structural component separation, we need a lower fabrication beam intensity or a higher inhibition beam intensity. This undoubtedly weakens the mechanical strength of the structure. We believe that the fabrication of a high-quality gyroid structure with a smaller lattice constant should be hindered for this reason. A numerical simulation of transmission spectra is also shown in Fig. 5 . The excellent agreement between simulated and measured data demonstrates the accurate geometrical replication of the gyroid design. The simulation has a minor short-wavelength 
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the replication of 3D biomimetic gyroid nanostructures at size scales smaller than their natural counterparts. The optical two-beam super-resolution lithography technique enables smaller unit cell sizes than nature. It offers more flexibility in structure design than nature, including unit cell size, filling fraction, and control of orientation and termination. It allows designable fabrication to demonstrate the applicable functionality. This work opens the door to the investigation of more gyroid-related applications in optics and photonics in the visible or near-ultraviolet wavelength region. It can also further enhance our understanding of these biological nanostructures and their functionality in nature.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials and super-resolution lithography setup Details of the photo resin used for optical two-beam super-resolution lithography (21) and the optical two-beam lithography setup (21) have been previously reported. The geometrical design of gyroid structures has been discussed in previous work (6, 9) .
Measurement of mechanical strength property
The mechanical strength property of the fabricated features was characterized by nanoindentation (31) (32) (33) with an atomic force microscope (NT-MDT; NTEGRA Spectra). For a comparison of the mechanical strength of the suspended lines fabricated by optical two-beam superresolution lithography with the inhibition beam on and with the inhibition beam off, the lines were fabricated with different fabrication beam intensities, whereas the inhibition beam was kept at 1.0 mW/cm 2 while on. To ensure that the comparison was accurate, we measured all the DFL signal-displacement curve data by the same AFM tip. Here, we used |d(DFL)∕d(Displacement)| to qualitatively characterize the mechanical strength of the sample (section S2). Samples measured to have the same |d(DFL)∕d(Displacement)| value were regarded as having the same mechanical strength. The linewidths of the AFM-measured samples were finally measured with a ZEISS Supra 40VP field emission SEM system. When the measured suspended line has weak mechanical strength, the AFM measurement may break the line. Thus, the |d(DFL)∕d(Displacement)| data can be obtained only if the line is mechanically strong enough to survive after the AFM measurement.
Measurement of the transmission spectrum
Measurement of the transmission spectrum of gyroid structures was performed using a home-made setup. A white light beam traveling through a broadband half waveplate was focused by a 40× 0.65 NA (numerical aperture) objective lens. The fabricated artificial gyroid samples were aligned to the position where the focal spot of the white light beam could travel through the structure center at a normal incident angle. This allowed light to transmit through the [001] axis of gyroid structures. Before traveling through the structure, the white light beam was designed to travel through a broadband quarter waveplate. The transmitted light was collected by a 100× 0.8 NA objective lens and sent to a spectrograph to obtain the spectrum of the white light beam. The broadband quarter waveplate was rotated relative to the half waveplate to achieve a left-or right-handed circular polarization beam entering the structure. The transmission spectra shown in Fig. 5 were normalized by the measured white light beam spectrum with the sample removed.
Numerically simulated transmission spectrum The simulation was completed with the commercial software CST Microwave Studio. The simulation used the gyroid (srs network) structure configuration with a line size of 90 nm in the lateral direction and a line size of 135 nm in the axial direction. The obtained data were smoothed for comparison with the experiment, where the finite angle of incidence of the focused light in the experimental data was taken into account.
Measurement of the reflection microscopy image
The fabricated artificial structure was loaded on a microscope. A white light beam was projected on the sample at an incident angle of about 10°c orresponding to the artificial structure. The sample was placed on a slope at an angle of about 20°. The reflection microscopy image was taken by a charge-coupled device.
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